**Service**
Gast factory Authorized Service Centers have the tools, training, and genuine Gast spare parts to provide preventative maintenance, warranty repair, and comprehensive service for your products.

---

**AUTHORIZED SERVICE CENTERS**

Gast has carefully developed a global network of Authorized Service Centers (ASC’s) to provide preventative maintenance and rapid repairs to keep your products running smoothly. To become authorized, ASC’s must meet stringent requirements:

**Factory Training**
Technicians from Authorized Service Centers are required to complete a comprehensive training course delivered at the Gast factory. These training courses are designed to ensure that ASC technicians have a thorough understanding of Gast products so that your product can be serviced quickly and correctly.

**Genuine Spare Parts**
ASC’s are required to maintain Genuine Gast spare parts inventories to ensure a quick turnaround when products are sent in for maintenance or repair.

**Tooling and Equipment**
ASC’s are required to make an investment in the proper equipment and tooling necessary to service and test Gast products. Having the proper equipment and tooling ensures that the service and repairs are done according to factory standards and that the repaired products meet all factory specifications.
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Service
Guaranteed worldwide warranty repair through an extensive network of Authorized Service Centers. Customized refurbishment and training programs through Gast and our network of Authorized Service Centers are also available.